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BUDGET PROPOSAL DEBATE CONTINUES,
SHUTDOWN POSSIBLE— Congress will return
from a two week recess this Monday with a
laundry list of issues to address. They will be
running to pass new spending budgets before
the federal government runs out of money on
Friday, April 28. New budgets must be passed for
almost every federal agency. If nothing is agreed
upon a government shutdown is the worst-case
scenario. Seeing as President Donald Trump is
pushing to add a bill to keep his long-promised
U.S. and Mexican border wall project alive, an
added budget for the Pentagon and a revival
of a Republican health care bill agreements will
most likely not be made on time. It is very likely
a two week temporary bill will need to be passed
as Republicans and democrats struggle to find
agreement. Republicans also face a theoretical
deadline on Saturday; the day President Trump
will hit his 100th dayin office.
MARCH FOR SCIENCE STANDS UP FOR
FUNDING, CLIMATE AND VACCINES-ihe
March for Science tookplace on Saturday, April 22,
in cities across the country and world. Thousands
of scientists, supporters and students gathered to
stand up for the importance of scientific funding,
climate change and to condemn what they believe
are harmful policies and anti-science rhetoric
by President Trump. Marchers also protested
the proposed budget cuts to the Environmental
Protection Agency and the National Institute of
Health, among many other government-funded
scientific organizations. In Seattle, marchers
gathered at Cal Anderson Park and listened to
speeches from Washington Governor Jay Inslee
and Seattle Mayor Ed Murray, as well as various
scientists and educators.
NEWS
ARKANSAS CARRIES OUT FIRST EXECUTION IN
OVER A DECADE-On Thursday, April 20,
Arkansas carried out its first execution in more
than 10 years. Ledell Lee was condemned to death
20 years ago after being convicted of murder.
He died on Thursday by lethal injection of
midazolam, vecuronium bromide and potassium
chloride. The state has plans to execute three more
men by the end of this month. The sudden fast
track has many accusing the state of hurrying
through executions in order to use up its supply
of midazolam, the injection drug that renders
the patient unconscious, before it expires. The
Supreme Court almost intervened to stop his
sentence,but a 5 to 4 vote allowedthe execution to
proceed. Mr. Lee’s lawyers spent Thursday urging
the courts to spare his life, saying that the need to
use up the lethal injection drug is not a reason to
sendpeople to death. Lawyers also argued that the
sudden execution did not allow DNA testing to
take place that could have proven his innocence.
BILL O’REILLY DISMISSED FROM FOX NEWS
FOLLOWING HARRASSMENT ALLEGATIONS—
On Wednesday, April 19, Bill O’Reilly was
dismissed from Fox News after a series of sexual
harassment allegations. The sudden decision
followed the disclosure of court cases in which
Fox News and 21st Century Fox had helped
O’Reilly reach settlements with five women, all of
whom having reported his sexual harassment and
inappropriate behavior. The agreements totaled to
about $ 13 million in settlements. Afterword spread
of the allegations against O’Reilly, advertisers
abandoned their contracts and women’s rights
groups pushed to have him dismissed. The final
decision was made by the Murdoch family, which
owns of 21st Century Fox. “After a thorough and
careful review ofthe allegations, the company and
Bill O’Reilly have agreed that Bill O’Reilly will
TERRORIST ATTACK IN FRANCE STIRS FEAR
DURING PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION-On
Thursday, April 20, Karim Cheurfi, a French
national, fired an assault rifle in Paris’s famous
boulevard, the Champs-Elysees, killing a police
officer and wounding three others. President
Francois Hollande said" the attack appeared to
be terrorism. Following the attack The Islamic
State claimed responsibility and a terrorism
investigation was opened. The attack comes at a
very uncertain time for France, who began their
first round of presidential voting on Sunday, April
23. The attack is stirring the fears of terrorism
throughout the country. Conservatives, such
as far right leader Marine Le Pen, are using the
incident to criticize and condemn immigrants
and Muslims. Many worry that this act ofviolence
could change the voting outcome. Depending
on who wins, France’s position in the European
Union, their ties with Russia and their laws on
immigration could all be subject to change.
FORMER PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA GIVES
FIRST SPEECH SINCE INAUGURATION-Barack
Obama is back from vacationing in California,
the Caribbean and New York with stars like Bruce
Springsteen, Tom Hanks and Oprah Winfrey. He
made his first appearance since inauguration on
Monday, April 24, in Chicago. During the speech
intended to promote civic engagement among
young people, Obama didn’t utter the words
“Donald Trump” a single time and made a joke
when first walking on stage. This speech will be
the beginning of many as Obama begins a string
of paid appearances and speeches around the'
country. He was recently criticized for agreeing to
recieve $400,000 to give a speech on Wall Street.
Erika can be reached at
esilva@su-spectator.com.
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CLIMATE SURVEY REVEALS LOW FACULTY MORALE
Tess Riski
News Editor
According to the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), a single person living in
Seattle who earns under $50,400 a
year is categorized as “low income.”
Someone making less than $33,600
qualifies as “very low income.” One
who earns less than $20,200? They’re
considered “extremely low income.”
Many Seattle University
faculty and staff fall into one of
these three categories.
Some faculty and staff in various
departments—those who teach
UCOR classes, who run Learning
Communities, who operate the
library—earn what are considered
to be poverty wages. Some, like non-
tenure track part-time faculty, do so
with scant job security, often finding
out on a quarter-to-quarter basis if
they’ll still have a job.
Add that stress to the rising cost of
living in Seattle—which has increased
3.4 percent in the last 12 months,
according to the Bureau ofLabor and
Statistics—along with childcare fees,
commuting timeand medical bills, and
you’re left with a body of employees
whose morale is less than ideal. At
least that’s what was concluded during
a recent survey in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
The survey, open during the end
of winter and beginning of spring
quarter, was created by the College of
Arts and Sciences Faculty StaffSenate,
a shared-governance body comprised
of 11 staff, tenured, tenure-track and
non-tenure track faculty.
Kimberly Gawlik, At-Large Staff
Senator and Senior Administrative
Assistant at the Institute of Public
Service and Environmental Studies,
said the survey was created in large
part as a result of the many anecdotes
of financial struggle shared with the
senate. The survey posed three simple
questions:
1) What is your position at the
university?
2) How long have you been at the
university?
3) What is your economic reality?
About half of the faculty and
staff within the College of Arts
and Sciences—122 employees—
responded to the survey.
“Halfof the college doesn’t turn out
foranything,” said ChrisPaul, President
of the Senate and Communication
Department Chair. “It’s more than
twice the people that generally vote
in any of our elections. This was
an outpouring.”
The employees responded with
deeplypersonal narratives.Somewrote
a few words, others wrote paragraphs.
Some said they are working multiple
jobs and debating whether or not to
start a family because of the costs.
Others, namely those with higher
wage-earning partners and those
who’ve worked at the university for
at least two decades, are doing okay.
Despite the discrepancies, the vast
majorityexpressed asharedsentiment:
they are struggling financially.
Due to the sensitivity of these
stories, Paul asked that none of the
specificresults be disclosed publicly.
What he and the senate did do,
though, is emailredacted surveyresults
to university leadership, including
the president, chief financial officer,
provost and dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences on Thursday, April
20. In addition, they attached a letter
addressed to university leadership.
Below are some of its key points:
“Somewhat predictably given our
salary structure, staff and non-tenure
track faculty are struggling most.
However, they are not alone. There
are a substantial number of tenure-
track and tenured faculty members
in the College who are also living
paycheck-to-paycheck—faced with
incredibly difficult choices about how to
make ends meet. People have deferred
medical care, gone hungry or to the
food bank, turned down the heat in
their homes and juggled bills in order
to keep the lights on.
“Full-time day care in the region of
campus can cost between $1,500 and
$2,000 a month, which represents a
substantial portion of a monthly SU
salary within the College and is simply
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Seattle Ufaculty and staff struggle to pay for increasingly costly living in
Seattle.
impossible for a sizeable number of
College employees. Given the number
ofevening activitiesfor many members
of the College, those with families are
leftpatching things together and relying
on the assistance offriends and family
to provide care for theirchildren
“Short and long term University
budgetplanning must not only take this
reality into account, it must redress it.”
Paul said the locationofSeattle U will
be an advantage in its ability to attract
and retain students. Alternatively,
he said, the financial scarcity at the
university is an “existential threat”
to its ability to attract and retain
employees.
“And it’s gonna get increasingly
hard, and I don’t know the way out
of it,” Paul said. “I knew it was bad;
that survey moved me. It’s worse than
I expected, and to think about the
HUD data, about the literal poverty
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wages that we are paying people, it’s
disturbing at a place that is mission-
driven, cares for the person. And
I don’t envy [Provost Bob Dullea]
and [Chief Financial Officer Connie
Ranter’s] job. I don’t think there’s a
magic pot of money that solves this,
but man, it’s not right.”
Tess may be reached at
triski@su-spectator.com
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ILEAD SEEKS TO REDEFINE STUDENT LEADERSHIP
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
As the March for Science brought out
community leaders from across the
country, Seattle University ushered
in new leaders of its own. The annual
leadership conference called iLead
returned with new material and
direction but remains centered on the
cultivation of sustainable leadership.
A combination of staff and graduate
assistants, many of whom are alumni
and attended iLead themselves,
coordinated the two days of
workshops and training. Each year the
eventbrings in several student leaders,
but this year, unlike past years, some
participants went beyond simply
attending the event.
“iLead is really a team effort,”
said Gretchenrae Campera, project
manager for the Innovation Center
and the main organizer of iLead. “I’ve
had the privilege of coordinating it,
but it would not have been successful
without the buy-in from our
student groups.”
Included in the planning
committee were staff members
representing offices such as Housing
and Residence Life, the Center for
Student Involvementand the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. One ofthe many
changes made for this year’s iteration
of iLead was the addition of a current
student to the committee.
Manyofthe organizerswere working
on iLeadfor the firsttime andbenefited
from the perspective of the student
representative who had attended
in the past. One of these changes
inspired by previous iLeadexperiences
was refitting the conference to
be more accommodating to
returning student leaders.
“What is helpful in this year’s iLead
is that we’ve really focused on the
returner experience,” said Kristen
Howard, third-year social work major
and the student representative on the
planning committee.
Workshops of the past were more
generalized and geared towards new
student leaders, which could come
at the detriment of those going to
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iLead for a second or third time. To
avoid this, the programming for this
year’s conference was divided into
new and returning workshops, each
with their own distinct content and
objectives. This meant less crossover
between students of different years,
but allowed returners to get more
from their experience.
“I found in the past that going
through the same material could be
kind of tiring, so I think it’s good that
the experience has changed,” Howard
said. “Now there are workshops
tailored to returning student leaders,
meaning there is new material for
them to engage with.”
Another element that changed with
this year’s iLead was the content of
their online component, which serves
as a precursor to the conference. In
it, students go over a variety of topics
meant to lay the foundation for the
workshops they will participate in, all
the while looking introspectively at
what leadership means to them.
Taking the feedback from last year’s
module, the organizers of iLead
trimmedredundancies and extend the
portions that needed more emphasis.
Campera said the online component
of iLead should feel like less of an
assignment and more like a resource
to get students thinking about
the conference—something these
changes helped achieve.
“There are areas that our student
leaders all need to cover,” said
Mitchell Catalano, a graduate assistant
representing the Center for Student
Involvement. “Going off of that,
we made modules that would help
students prepare for the conference or
embolden its lessons if they are doing
it while participating in iLead.”
Catalano described the online
module as an adapting entity; just
as the theme and objective of each
year’s conference changes, so too
does its online component. The team
that writes and revises the modules
hold evaluations of what worked
and what did not, deepening their
understanding ofwhat student leaders
need and how best to support them.
Though iLead has made significant
improvements in both their staff
and programming, the planning
committee still has areas they
are looking to improve on. This
year’s conference inducted new
organizations such as KXSU, Seattle
U’s student radio, into the umbrella of
“student leadership”, but there is still
the desire to admit even more groups
into the conference.
Campera’s hope is that even more
student leaders can gain access to this
resource in the future.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
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MAYORAL CANDIDATES, CITY COUNCIL GATHER FOR FIRST DEBATE
Nick Turner
Managing & News Editor
Sexscandals,oldrivalriesandnewfaces
abound in the race to decide Seattle’s
next mayor.
A lawsuit was filed two weeks ago
in King County Superior Court which
alleged that Seattle Mayor Ed Murray
sexually abused troubled teens in the
1980s.
The plaintiff, a 46-year-old man
from Kent, Wash., claimed that
Murray “raped and molested” him
over the course of several years,
starting in 1986 when the plaintiff was
just 15-years-old. The mayor publicly
denied the accusations, going so far as
to seek a physical examination of his
own body to disprove claims made
in the lawsuit.
The scandal dealt a serious blow to
Mayor Murrays bid for reelection,
one which many believe is now
doomed to fail. Patrick Schoettmer,
an instructor in political science at
Seattle University, believes the lawsuit
is “immaterial,” and that it no longer
matters whether the allegations are
true, at least not to voters.
“The court of public opinion moves
much quicker than the court of
justice,” he said. “Voters are good at
remembering bad things. They’re bad
at remembering why.”
Just days after the lawsuit was filed,
former mayor Mike McGinn and
urban planner Cary Moon jumped
into the race. The two latecomers are
running alongside Nikkita Oliver,
Jason Roberts, Alex Tsimerman, Mary
Martin, Casey Carlisle, David Ishii
and Keith Whiteman.
McGinn and Moon will, of course,
deny that their bid had anything to
do with the timing of the lawsuit,
Schoettmer explained, since neither
candidate wants to be thought of
as an opportunist.
“If you were on the fence about
whether or not you wanted to jump
in, the scandal blowing up made
the choice a lot easier,” Schoettmer
added. “The iron is hot, now is the
time to strike.”
But controversy was nowhere to be
found when seven of the 10 declared
mayoral candidates, and - those
running for two at-large seats on the
city council, gathered at the Seattle
Mennonite Church in Northgate
last Thursday for a debate hosted
by the 46th District Democrats. At
the debate—which was more of a
forum or town hall meeting —each
candidate presented their platform in
what was technically their first public
appearance together.
Nikkita Oliver, a third-party
candidate running as an independent,
announced her candidacy in March.
Schoettmer explained that, with a
candidate like Oliver, voters will
scrutinize them more than usual. But
at the same time, Schoettmer added,
since Oliver doesn’t have much of a
record to run on, she’s a “tabula rasa,”
or blank slate, and so people are more
willing to read into what they want
to be true, rather than what might
actually be true.
“People are not feeling as secure, and
when people are feeling uncertain, if
they’re feeling desperate,” Schoettmer
said. “They’re more likely to take risks
on less conventional candidates.”
The next mayor will inherit the
burdens of an entire city when they
take office. After the debate, Oliver
explained that she wants to focus
her efforts on homelessness, housing
affordability and other issues that
disproportionately impact vulnerable
and marginalized populations.
“I was invited to get into this race on
behalfof a lot of communities,” Oliver
said, describing her relationships with
organizers at the grassroots level. “By
virtue of that, we have some very
deep roots into communities that are
looking for change, and need change.”
“When we serve the most impacted
in our citywell, whenwe worktogether
well to further solutions, everybody is
going to be healthier,” he added. “And
I think those folks are really going to
come to the polls and turn out to bring
a candidate into the forefront that
will do that.”
McGinn struck a fiscally
conservative note, pointing to Seattle’s
regressive tax system and explaining
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Mayoral candidate Nikkita Oliver is interviewed after speaking in a forum at the
Seattle Mennonite Church last Thursday.
that the city needs a more frugal,
responsible budget. Rather than build
on the progress he made during his
tenure as mayor, Schoettmer believes
McGinn will tryto re-envision himself.
The former mayor comes from a more
“controversial era,” Schoettmer said,
and he doesn’t play well with others.
“Being a bomb-thrower in the
era of Trump is probably not the
greatest calling card,” Schoettmer
said, describing McGinn’s style. “That
could elicit pretty easy associations
that would not be ideal in a city as
liberal as Seattle.”
Murray and McGinn are widely
considered the top contenders. The
latter served as Seattle’s mayor for four
years until the former claimed his seat
in a decisive victory in 2014. Now the
two face each other in an unexpected
rematch, but things are much different
this time around.
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Murray’s bid for reelection has
been shrouded by suspicion and
condemnation in the days and weeks
since the lawsuit was brought to the
media’s attention. But the incumbent
made no mention of it at the debate,
and focused instead on a proposal
for a city income tax on “high end”
households along with his usual
talking points like the “grand bargain,”
building affordable housing and
fighting homelessness.
“The people we elect will determine,
to a very large extent, what the next
century looks like for this city,”
Schoettmer said. “We are today
building the Seattle of tomorrow.
Whatwill that Seattle look like?”
Nick may be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
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SU RESEARCH JOURNAL PREPARES ITS INAUGURAL ISSUE
Madeline Mesa
Staff Writer
This May, Seattle University will
complete its first step to becoming a
more renowned research university.
The Seattle University’s Undergraduate
Research Journal’s, or SUURJ, debut
year, will be featuring the work and
research of students across campus in
one place to document the academic
achievements ofmultiple disciplines.
SUURJ is a joint venture between
the College of Arts and Sciences, the
English Department, the Office of
Sponsored Research Programs and
the Office of the Provost. The journal
combines the efforts of student
editors and submitting authors to
craft an exemplar of the research
projects, literature and academic
strides of Seattle U students and
faculty. The journal is contingent
upon student participation within a
set of academic courses geared toward
creating this journal.
“Thepurpose of these journals is to
showcase the work of the university,
so that people can see what kind of
awesome stuffisgoing on,” said English
professor and SUURJ faculty editor,
Molly Clark Hillard. The program
offers professional development
for any student looking for writing
experience in their discipline, or
looking into graduate work.
Hillard also mentioned the
importance of this journal for Seattle
U’s marketing and outreach. “This
is a great recruitment tool because
students who might be interested
in going to Seattle U can see that
SU is serious about its academic
work and it’s research work and that
we’re dedicated to professionalizing
students in a variety offields.”
The process for completing the
journal began in fall quarter, and
ends on May 12, when the journal
will be released at the Student
Undergraduate Research Association,
known as SURA.
As for what can be anticipated in the
inaugural first volume of the SUURJ,
readers should expect a curated look
into the studies and findings from
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“We welcome research from all the
different colleges on campus. And it’s
not just cross-disciplinary, we also
welcome writing from students at all
stages of their undergraduate careers,”
Hillard said. The SUURJ will feature
the writings and findings of work
coming out of lower-level core classes,
in addition to the more sophisticated,
long-term research missions and
senior capstone projects.
The content of the journal will
include a “News and Notes” section
for interviews, opinion pieces and
news items for the Seattle U research
community; a “Short Conversations”
section, for the science disciplines to
show off data and findings; a “Core
Writing” section, for research-based
writings in the core curriculum
courses; and a “Full Articles” section,
for full research findings from Seattle
U students and capstone projects.
In addition to being a system
to compile student research on
behalf of Seattle U, the SUURJ
also serves as a dynamic learning
program for students.
“SUURJ is a faculty-led, but student
centered venture, so there is really
good opportunity for collaboration
between faculty and students,”
Hillard said. “I think thatreally marks
the access to the spirit of Seattle
University, and demonstrates the
kind of centrality of students, and the
centrality of collaboration.”
Establishing a journal like this
at Seattle U is valuable to students
because of the kind of accessibility
to professional experience and
publishing it creates.
Sam Levy and Jeremy Bjelajac
are two Seattle U juniors pursuing
undergraduate research in cellular
and molecular biology alongside their
peers and professors as a part oftheir
major, and say the creation of the
journal will be a beneficial platform
for both students and faculty.
“Publishing has a lot of clout in
the scientific community,” said Sam
Levy, who is part of researching the
students in different colleges within
the university, and even work by
undergraduates within the core-level.
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Jeremy Bjelajac will be published in the first issue of the Seattle University
Undergraduate Research Journal (SUURJ).
non-invasive genotyping racoons and
opossums in Seattle.
“We have another place we can
publish, in case what we’re doing is
too niche,” Levy said.
“It’s a more streamlined route. You
have a head start on publishing if
you’re given the tools to succeed,” said
Jeremy Bjelajac, who is taking part in
research about experimental methods
for freshwater algae separation.
In addition to the opportunities
the SUURJ creates for students,
Levy highlighted its importance
to faculty as well.
“It’s really hard to publish, especially
ifyou’re teaching a full class schedule,”
Levy said. “But this would be a great
facet to that.”
While the journal itself has yet
to make it’s impact on Seattle U’s
research community, the ratification
of this new program puts Seattle U
on the map as a growing research
institution. It offers students and
faculty an advantage in getting their
findings and works published in a
professional academic journal, while
promoting the valuable discoveries of
campus peers.
For more information about the
SUURJ, how to submit research, and




suurj/ or reach out to Dr. Hillard.
Madeline may be reached at
mmesa@su-spectator.com
SEATTLE PUBLIC LIBRARY EVENT EDUCATES ON STUDENT LOANS
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
“I wish I would’ve had some more
advice back when I was 17 and
signing my life away to such a high
interest percentage rate,” said a Seattle
University alumna, who will remain
anonymous throughout the article.
The alumna took out federal loans and
two private loans, including a Sallie
Mae loan. Each loan is $25,000. The
interest rate for the Sallie Mae loan is
about nine percent, the other private
loan is four percent. In January she
began paying off one of her private
loans and received forbearance
on the other.
The Seattle Public Library, in
partnership with the Attorney
General’s Office of Washington and
Consumer Education and Training
Services (CENTS) hosted Student
Loan Repayment and Options on
Saturday, April 22, a discussion
about student loans and how to deal
with them. The event was free and
open to the public.
At a soaring $1.3 trillion, student
loan debt is now the second-largest
sector of household debt in America,
as pointed out during the discussion
at the Seattle Public Library. Eighty
percent ofthe student loans are federal
loansand theremaining 20 percent are
private loans. Clearly, there was a need
for such a discussion for borrowers,
said the presenters.
The three presenters, Latife Neu, an
attorney at Law PLLC, Julia Kellison,
an attorney at the Northwest Justice
Project and Eric Moss, from the Office
of the Washington State Attorney
General, covered several issues
attached to student loans, including
types of loans, default loans, payment
plans, loan forgiveness options, scams
and frauds and bankruptcy.
One-on-one consultations with
attorneys were offered to help
personalize ways to pay back student
loans and to answer any questions.
As attendees entered the room where
the event took place, they were asked
if they wanted to speak to an attorney
after the main presentation; if so, they
were given a raffle ticket.
The purpose of this event was
to provide Washington residents
clarity on the process of student
loan borrowing and repayment.
To avoid further burden in the
national debt, there is hope that an
awareness of student loans will allow
for better decisions.
“I wouldn’t have been able to attend
Seattle University if I hadn’t taken out
the loans. In hindsight I really wish
I would’ve committed more time to
applying to more universities that
were able to offer me more aid,” the
alumna said.
She only had her mom to rely on for
information regarding what loans to
take out and which ones to stay away
from. However, her single mom also
had no idea about these loans and at
what interest rate they would come in.
She was taught the importance of an
education, but never the money signs
that came with it.
“It is fundamentally your obligation
to take care of yoursituation. It is your
responsibility to advocate for yourself?’
said retired United States Bankruptcy
Judge Karen A. Overstreet, now a law
professor at Seattle University.
The first thing to do post-grad is
to determine what kind of student
loans you have. There are various
resources that help you track these
loans including NSLDS.ed.gov for
federal loans and your credit report
for private loans.
There was a question and answer
portion of the event following the
presentation. Each person who spoke
had a unique situation. One person
graduated from college three years
ago and ignored her student loans
for some time because she was not
employed. When she applied for
her first credit card she was rejected.
The loans that she had ignored had
dramatically lowered her credit score.
After much emphasis on private
loans, Crystal Magana, a sophomore
at Seattle U, waited to speak to
Overstreet for advice on her situation.
Not wanting to put her parents in debt
for her education, Magana took out
private loans underher own name.
Overstreetadvised attendees to stay
away from private loans and look for
other options to pay for education.
Some of these options include Free
Application for Federal Student Aid,
loan alternatives, scholarships, grants,
work study and federal loans. She also
emphasized smartly choosing your
career and making sure the career will
allow you to pay off the loans.
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If the alumna student could have
done it all over again, she said she
would have been smarter about
choosing her lenders and would have
made a solidified plan for paying off
her loans post-grad.
“There is always a black cloud
hanging over my head and has
definitely contributed to some of my
anxiety,” the alumna said. “Life would
be so much easier if I didn’t have to
worry about paying back loans.”
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
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APRIL SHOWERS BRING MAY FLOWERS
HOROSCOPES
O LIBRA Tk CAPRICORN V ARIES CANCER
1=5 9/23-10/22 12/22-1/20 I 3/21-4/20 6/22-7/22
Buy an extra bag of your favorite Try that weird chip flavor you keep Get a bag of Juanita's tortilla chips You're going to look as crisp as your
chips, just in case. thinking about. ASAP (with some salsa). favorite potato chip this week.
In SCORPIO AQUARIUS X TAURUS <0 LEOWl 10/23-11/21 1/21-2/19 O 4/21-5/21 tot 7/23-8/22
If you have a chip on your shoulder, guy the cookie with the largest Don't get a splinter, stay away from Fried or baked, you're going to get
stop that. chocolate chip. wood chips. Layed this week.
44 ™™
RIUS U PISCES TT GEMINI >m VIRGO
11/22-12/21 2/20-3/20 JUL 5/22-6/21 W 8/23-9/22
Find the-best chips and queso in Se- 0pen the chjp bag from the bottom Fill your bathtub with chips. Put lime juice on your tortilla chips,
attle. Review and submit an article. tb js week.
ETC...
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10 WAYS TO COPE WITH
MIDTERM WEEK
|j|jj| Study
0 Take Netflix breaks .
Tell yourself you'll get
00 enough sleep
0 Bake every kind of cookie
Drink (responsibly)
Consider a different major
0Go on a walk to clearyour head
Lay on the grass on the
|| Union Green and wait
for dogs to gather
around you
0 Dream about summer



























Last week was the 47th annual Earth
Day, and people around the world
participated in events like the March
for Science in an effort to address
growing concerns on the future of
the environment.
“These willbe a darkfew years for the
environment, but we will persevere,”
said Tanya Hayes, professor at Seattle
University who teaches a class on
environmental politics. “We pushed
forward and were able to make some
positive change in recent years.”
With the election of President
Donald Trump, environmentalists and
members of the scientific community
are worried about the future of the
environment. The president is a
denier of climate change, an advocate
of continuing and expanding the
coal power industry, and plans to
cut funding to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and other
government programs that put
money into environmental research
and protection.
However, advocates of the eco-
friendly movement still have reasons
to hope for a greener future. Sarah
Miller, a senior environmental studies
major, is an advocate for the March
for Science, an international event of
which Seattle hosted its own iteration
last Saturday.
“We can’t turn our backs on the
evidence scientists have provided,”
Miller said. The March for Science
promoted the use of scientific
knowledge and peer review as a basis
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for public policy, economics, public
health and more. President Trump
and his administration have validated
the thoughts of some members of the
public that believe there is no scientific
evidence of climate change.
“The science around climate change
is complex and hard to understand,
and I think that’s why so many people
deny the scientific evidence on climate
change,” Hayes said. Events like the
March for Science are attempting
to create solidarity and raise public
awareness of the importance of
making informed decisions and living
an environmentally friendly life.
However, these events are just a start
of the work that needs to be done.
“The March for Science creates
solidarity, but it doesn’t open up a
spacefor dialogue,” Hayes said. “Those
who want to see environmental
change need to do more. Go to town
hall meetings and get involved in
community events, listen to people
with different perspectives and try to
understand where they are coming
from, and make sure your data is
accurate when you are talking to
someone about your views.”
Seattle U did its part to get students
involved during Earth Week with
events such as the-Interfaith EarthDay
Fair and tree plantings in the quad.
The grounds crew and Seattle U
students planted 10 trees on campus
last week as part of an effort to get
the university accepted into “Tree
Campus USA,” a program through the
Arbor DayFoundation that promotes






“Our campus is known among the
community for our trees, gardens and
green spaces and we want to continue
that legacy for future students,” said
Janice Murphy, a member of the
grounds crew.
Not only do trees add aesthetic
appeal to our campus, they play an
important role in the ecosystem.
They provide air filtration by taking
in carbon dioxide and outputting
clean oxygen, and provide a habitat
for animals, reduce energy use by
providing shade, reduce erosion and
manage runoff from rain.
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The crowd expresses individuals’ responsibilityfor the Earth by carrying it on its
shoulders throughout the march.
One of the goals of the tree planting
was to show students and visitors that
anyone can get involved with efforts
like this. Students from a UCOR
biology class helped plant the trees.
“The students in the class seemed
really intimidated at first, but by
the end they were all in the dirt and
seemed a lot more confident,” said
Elena Newbrough, a sophomore
environmental studies major who
works with the grounds crew.
“Sometimespeople view working with
the Earth as unachievable, so 1 hope
that this lets them know that it really
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Kyler Martzs work “Rosie Cheeks,” displayed at the For the Love ofPlants event.
isn’t hard to get involved.”
Shannon Britton, the Facilities
Grounds manager, said that some of
the students she talked to had never
planted a tree before. Britton hopes
to inspire students to take action in
their communities and continue with
the important work of nourishing
the Earth.
“This is an opportune chance to
involve the youth with their hands,
bodies and minds. This is our
planet, and I want everyone to know
the importance of caring for it,”
Britton said.
Visitors to Seattle U noticed and
were seemingly impressed by seeing
groups of students planting trees.
Janice Murphy said that a tour group
walked by with their mouths open,
and seemed to be impressed that
students were planting trees in the
middle of campus.
“It’s a wake up call, especially for
students who don’t typically get
involved with outdoor planting and
gardening activities,” Murphy said.
“It was inspiring to see the students
working on this project and the
reactions that we got.”
The tree planting events during
Earth Week are just a startingpoint for
the grounds crew. They plan on doing
more work like this in the future. The
crew plans to create more educational
events that professors can get their
classes involved in.
The Interfaith Earth Day Fair
was also held on campus last week
“Compassion and resistance” was
the theme of this year’s fair. The
day featured live music, mindful
meditationand an action center where
students and event coordinators
had conversations on being active
members of society who advocate
for change and interfaith earth
justice conversations.
There were speakers from three
different religious backgrounds:
Catholic, Muslim and Zoroastrian.
One of the goals of the event
was to create solidarity based on
understanding and learning from
different perspectives.
“It is important to listen to
perspectivesother than your own. We
can come from different perspectives
and still take similar action,” said
Sarah Turner, a grad student and grad
assistant who works with the School
of Theology and Ministry. She was
the chief organizer behind the fair
this year.
“When we hear somebody else’s
story, we will find something we
resonate with, and that reminds us of
our commonalities and helps us to be
okay with Turner said. “We
don’t all have to be the same to build
a relationship and take action against
injustices such as harm of the earth
and the people in it.”
Turner went on to talk about the
correlationbetween social justice and
environmental degradation—an issue
that affects everyone, but especially
those members of society who are in
poverty or members of marginalized
groups.
Communities of color and low
income populations have been
exploited by corporations who
move in and pollute the land. An
example of this can be seen in the
area around the Duwamish River,
where manufacturing plants have
heavily polluted the land that once
was inhabited by native Duwamish
people and is now populated by a large
number of low-income individuals
and those from marginalized groups.
Some say environmental racism is
an issue that religion can help address.
“We are called to care for people,
and addressing environmental issues
is a way to do this. We are destroying
our home, and this affects everybody.
People of color and those in poverty
are disproportionately affected by
environmental harm,” Turner said.
The fair was designed to unite students
and encourage them to advocate for
justice for other people and the planet.
Students were also given the
opportunity last week to tour the
Bullitt Center, which was officially
opened on Earth Day in 2015. It is the
greenest commercial building in the
world.
The Eco Challenge, whichbegan last
week, continues to involve students
and teachers competing in different
challenges to earn points while
benefiting the environment. Various
other events throughout the city took
place last week as well, including
panels that discussed climate solutions
and an Earth Day storytelling time.
To legitimize the efforts made on
campus and throughout the city to
advocate care of the Earth, continued
discussion and action are necessary.
The community of environmentally
conscious individuals generally agree
that those who want to see positive
change must focus on the common
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goal ofhealing the Earthand unite and
take action. Although some members
of the national government are not as
supportive of environmental progress,
change can come from the bottom, or
from a larger international movement.
“State and local governments are
where there will be more push back
and environmental change,” Hayes
said. “Also, the participation in
international political programs like
the United Nations Climate Change
Conference in Paris will create the
possibility of national politics to be
influencedtobe more environmentally
friendly.”
Hayes believes that local and state
governments will be integral to
progress within America over these
next few years. Communities and
states can make individual efforts to
contribute to collective progress in
the endeavor to create sustainability
in humanity’s relationship with the
Earth. She also said shebelieves that for
anysort of systemic change to happen,
even at a local level, individuals must
be informed and active advocates of
environmentalprogress.
Janice Murphy said that people
“need to take environmental effort to
a more personal level.”
Earth Week brought to light the
pressing issues humanitywill face ifwe
are to continue our existence on this
planet. Earth is the only place where
humans have the'current capability to
live, and it must thereforebe cared for.
“It can be as small as walking by
trees and seeing them not as a piece of
furniture, but as an important asset to
our planet’s health,” Murphy said. “We
need to get involved with nature.”
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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REVIEWING THE TACOS AT TACO CRAWL SEATTLE
Anna Kaplan
Staff Writer
When I saw the Taco Crawl Seattle
event page on Facebook, I don’t think
I’ve ever hit “interested” so quickly.
The event advertised nearly 30
participating taco-selling restaurants
throughout the city, and that there was
no ticket or fee required to eat your
way through the crawl.
Naturally, the Facebook event grew
almost exponentially, where over
7,500 people marked the event as
“interested”. Although it was maybe a
little less fun than your average crawl,
it was a lot more freeing being able to
go into to any restaurant whenever
it was convenient.
As the very bad vegetarian that I
am, I decided to try both vegetarian
options, as well as non-red meat
animal options, all in the name
of journalism so that this review
wouldn’t just be veggie tacos. So on
Saturday night I set out to find some
new taco spots, as well as revisit some
ofmy old favorites.
Mama’s Cantina - Belltown
Starting off with the farthest away
from campus is Mama’s Cantina,
Seattle’s “oldest Mexican restaurant,”
which is an Uber ride away over in
Belltown. Despite it being a decent
bit away from campus, their tacos are
worth the commute.
Unfortunately I arrived after Happy
Hour where tacos are two for $7 (and
PSA for those over 21, Mama’s sells
frozen margaritas in three different
flavors are $5). The non-Happy Hour
price wasn’t bad though, and I ordered
the three taco combo for $12, making
these tacos the most expensive of the
crawl at $4 each.
I got two Chicken Carnitas tacos
and one Crispy Avocado & Bean taco,
along with a side of beans and rice.
The chicken was my favorite of the
two, but I’d recommend both of them.
Mama’s fried the avocado and it was
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surprisingly good that way, as it added
a new and unusual flavor compared to
what I was expecting from an avocado
and bean taco.
Although these tacos were the most
expensive of the bunch, they were the
largest and some of my favorites. I’ll
definitely be returning to take advance
of the Happy Hour deals (4 to 6 p.m.
and 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.).
Marination Station- Capitol Hill
Tucked away on top of the QFC in
the upper level of Harvard Market
is Marination Station. The small
Hawaiian restaurant is a hidden gem
and I’m so surprised more people
don’t know about this place. I had
never been here before this taco
crawl and I discovered that I was
really missing out.
Marination offers five different
options for tacos, including Miso
Ginger Chicken, Spicy Pork, Kalbi
Beef, Kalua Pork and Sexy Tofu. I
ordered two of the Sexy Tofu tacos
because I couldn’t resist the name, and
they were actually amazing.
The taco consists of fried tofu
simmered in a sweet brown sauce
topped with chilled slaw, jalapenos
and sesame seeds. Don’t let the idea
of slaw deter you from these—it’s
actually amazing combined with the
fillings and the corn tortillas.
For $3 per taco and just a few blocks
from campus, this place can’t be beat.
It also has vegan and gluten-free
options, so Marination Station is a
definite winner.
Tacos Chukis - Capitol Hill
I’m no stranger to Tacos Chukis,
and even after this taco crawl I’m
convinced they have some of the best
tacos in Seattle.
Nestled on top of the Broadway
Alley at Broadway and Olive Way,
Tacos Chukis is almost always packed
and for good reasons. They offer five
different tacos for $2 each, which is
the cheapest I’ve found in the city yet.
I ordered two Polio Asado tacos
and one Frijoles taco, which is filled
with vegetarian friendly pinto beans.
All Tacos Chukis’ tacos are topped
with cilantro, onion, salsa and guac,
and combined with the filling of your
choice, they are some of the most
heavenly tacos I’ve ever munched on.
I’m convinced that the Polio Asado
with all of the toppings is the best taco
in Seattle, as it’s on the very short list
of meals I will eat meat in (I’m also a
sucker for Chick-fil-a).
I also tried to visit Neon Taco, but
I was very shortly kicked out after
I realized it is a bar and restaurant,
making my almost 20.5-year-old self
not old enough to enjoy the tacos.
Despite this minor setback, I still
enjoyed many tacos throughout the
night, and would suggest planning
your own Taco Crawl to explore
some new places and support your
local businesses.
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
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LAS CAFETERAS VISIT SEATTLE FROM EAST LA
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
Strobe lights focused on the tarima,
which was placed at the center
of the stage.
The tarima is a wooden platform
that is used in traditional Son Jarocho
music. Typically, one dances on the
rectangular tarima wearing heeled
shoes or boots. This zapateado dance,
creating a percussive sound, adds
to the music.
About three minutes later, Las
Cafeteras came onto the stage. All
members of the Chicano band
carrying with them their instruments
that are pivotal in Son Jarocho music,
such as the jarana-jarocha and
the the leona.
Las Cafeteras, a Chicano band
that originated in East Los Angeles,
California, in the Eastside Cafe,
performed at the Nectar Lounge
on Saturday, April 22, showcasing
their new album, “Tastes Like L.A.,”
released on April 14. All tickets
were sold out.
“Morenita, rezando estoy, rezando a
usted...” sang Denise Carlos, wearing
a colorful rebozo, shawl. “Gracias
Morenita, Madre Tierra,” — “Brown
woman, praying I am, praying to
you. Thank you, brown woman,
mother earth.”
This song, “La Morena”, translated
closely in English to “Brown woman”
was the bands opening song, a track
in their new album, “Tastes Like L.A.”
Whether she is praying to Our
Lady of Guadalupe or Tonantzin,
“Our Mother,” a group of indigenous
goddesses idolized by the Nahua,
it is up for the audience to decide.
However, because this band usually
blends folk music with spoken word
that seeks to decolonize the colonizer’s
attempt of erasing indigenous culture,
it was probably the latter.
Following this rather slow-paced
track, the group played a classic from
one of their older albums.
“Ya me voy, sin dinero, ya me
voy, yo no quiero, pero ya me voy,”
Carlos began again. “I am leaving,
without money, I am leaving, I don’t
want to, but I am leaving.”
The small venue filled to it’s
maximum capacity did not stop the
crowd from swaying their hips and
torso left to right following therhythm
of the upbeat song “Ya Me Voy” from
Las Cafeteras s 2012 album, “It’s Time.”
Hector Paul Flores, a vocalist for The
Cafeteras who also dances zapateado
style and plays the jarana tercera, was
seen dancing across the stage, urging
the audience to join him.
It didn’t take long to get the audience
to follow Flores’s lead. As soon as “Ya
Me Voy” began, the floor upstairs
began to tremble.
Looking out at the audience, one
would instantly notice the sweat
that covered most faces, faces that
indicated the energy involved with
cumbia dancing.
Midway through the music show,
the band members began their spoken
word. At one point Daniel Joel Jesus
French, a vocalist who plays jarana
segunda for the band questioned the
audience and asked what was Seattle
before it became what it is today.
“Chief Seattle,” he spoke into
the microphone.
The following song, “This Land is
Your Land”, is dedicated to the original
peoples that came before Seattleites
today. After this short introduction,
the band began to sing and dance to
the land. Adding a little twist to the
original, “This Land is Your Land”
that mostof the audience sang at some
point in their K-12 education.
Looking down at the first level of
the venue, you’d see attendees trying
to move to the music while learning
the new lyrics to the song.
The start of the next song, “IfI Was
President,” displayed a more serious
audience taking a moment to reflect
on recent events that have affected the
nation’s political climate.
“Senor presidente le vengo a avisar
no tengo papeles para trabajar, senor
presidente pregunto por que matan al
moreno con piel de cafe,” sang Carlos
in a sweet high pitched voice, “Mr.
President, I am here to notify you
that I don’t have papers to work. Mr.
President I ask why do they kill the
brown people with skin-like coffee.”
Jesus French then practiced a
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line with the audience, a line that
would be sung over and over again
until everyone had perfected it
while dancing to the rhythms of the
traditional guitars.
“Me gusta la lima, me gusta limon,
pero no me gusta cantar corrupcion”,
“I like yellow lime, I like green lime,
but I don’t like to sing corruption.”
Hearing the audience repeat this
line in sync was powerful enough to
send chills up and down your spine,
causing the energy of the room to rise
to the roof.
As the show was coming to an end,
more band members spoke about their
experience when at last all members
put their fist in the air and ended the
powerful show.




HAWAIIAN CLUB PREPARES FOR 55TH ANNUAL LUAU
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
In just a few days, the Campion
Ballroom will be exploding with
music, delicious smells and excited
energy as the HuiO Nani Hawaii Club
hosts their 55th annualLu’au.
Tickets for the event were sold out
in a flash this year, and the popularity
of the event has even spread to
communities across the Pacific Ocean
as members of the club invite friends
and family to the luau from Hawaii.
The event is a huge deal for members
of the club, and they spend months
preparing for the big night. The club
aims to preserve Hawaiian culture and
involve others in it as well. The night
consists of people from a number of
cultural clubs, not just HuiO Nani,
coming together and experiencing the
culture. To begin the night, there will
be a line of traditional Hawaiian food,
like Kalua pig and poke.
Then, there will be hula
performances, some Samoan and
Tahitian performances in addition to a
haka, a traditionallyPolynesian dance.
The instructors of the dances are all
students involved in the club and they
work hard to create a cohesive night
of dancing. The theme of the dances
is “fond memories”, and has a lot to
do with the participants’ past and
ongoing future.
“Thereare a bunch ofstories behind
each dance, each dance has a unique
story and it’s brought out through
the movements. Every movement is
symbolic of something like wind or
land or water,” said Lisa Ishimoto,
sophomore biology major at Seattle
U and the marketing chair of the
club. The stories spoken through was
one of the many details that Ishimoto
encouraged the audience to pay
attention too. These tales further give
explanation to the theme of HuiO
Nani, and provide insight into the
Hawaiian culture.
The event participants spend a lot
of time together in the weeks leading
up to the big day. The event allows
them to bond with people as they help
each other practice the dance, make
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their costumes or just do homework
together.
Celina Aguilar, a sophomore
international business major who is
involved in the club, says she enjoys
having a community that understand
where she’s coming from and the
culture she grew up in.
“Family doesn’t purely have to be
somebody that’s related to you. It’s
people that are always there for you
no matter what and that’s the kind of
feeling the club gives for each other.
We’re always there for each other,
supportive ofeach other,” Aguilar said.
Although many students didn’t get
tickets in time to attend the event, they
look forward to being able to learn
about Hawaiian culture by attending
the Lu’au in the future.
“I would like to learn more about
what Hawaii means to the students
PHOTO COURTESY OF HUI O NANI HAWAI'I
Hui O Nani Hawai'i’s annual Lu'au features traditional Hawaiian kahiko dances as well as more contemporary auana dances
here, especially students who came all
the way from Hawaii to here, they’re
leaving home and coming to a really...
rainy place, and I guess getting to see
them live through everything that
reminds them of home is a pretty
special thing,” said Demetra Annest,
a senior political science major who
was unable to get a ticket for this year’s
Lu’au before they sold out.
This event is about bonding, creating
connections and keeping the spirit of
the club alive. The Luau is also offers a
sense of pride for the club.
“It just shows what kind of work
we can pull off as a group if we work
collectively, that we can pull off... a
luau with 475 guests [and] a program
that lasts for three hours, that’s kind
of long but it just shows the kind of
teamwork we can pull off together,”
Ishimoto said.
If you were lucky enough to snag a
ticket to the Luau this Saturday, you’ll
get a chance to check out just how
effective that teamwork and bond
within the HuiO Nani Hawaii Club is,
and enjoy some delicious food while
you’re at it!
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
CRITIC’S CORNER: “COLOSSAL” DIFFERS FROM EXPECTATIONS
Haley Witt
Staff Writer
Kaiju, a popular Japanese film genre,
typically features a giant monster
attacking a city (think Godzilla and
King Kong). Earlier this month,
director Ignacio “Nacho” Vigalondo’s
latest film Colossal starring Anne
Hathaway put a fresh face on this
straightforward science fiction
concept, straying awayfrom the action
and gore of its predecessors.
Colossal opens much more like
a relationship drama, focusing on
interpersonal conflict between
Hathaway’s character Gloria and
her boyfriend Joel, resulting from
Gloria’s ongoing alcoholism and
unemployment.
When Joel sends her packing, Gloria
returns to her childhood hometown
to find new work and find herself,
she runs into an old friend named
Oscar—skillfully played by Jason
Sudeikis— and starts working for him
as a bartender. In revisiting her old
“stomping grounds” (pun-intended)
she realizes that her reappearance in
the town is linked to the reappearance
of a giant monster in Seoul, South
Korea, which she can mystically
control.
While there are many moments of
relatable misfortune and clever plot
twists, the film lacks the levity you
would expect from a film dubbed a
“sci-fi comedy,” and may have been
better labeled “sci-fi drama with
moments of dark humor.” Though,
perhaps the word “comedy” is
referring to the way that the monster
is used as a character development
device in the film, instead of being a
source of chilling terror or ultimate
destruction.
Because the monster, in an ultimate
sense, is a tool for Gloria to navigate
her present and past self, the focus
of the movie is never on removing
the monster from Seoul, unlike other
action-packedkaiju films.
Make no mistake, Colossal is not a
love story. In fact, the power dynamics
in the film, seem to be a critique
of the crafty and underhanded
behaviors equipped in modern times
by heterosexual men to maintain
dominance and degrade their
partners.Even after their split, Gloria’s
uppity ex-boyfriend Joel babysits her
every move. He spins Gloria in circles,
leaving her to wonder if the fault for
their failure is hers or his by constantly
switching his behavior from being
controlling and degrading to ensuring
syrupy-sweet apologies.
Her relationship with Oscar is
equally complicated, as he presents a
guise of being a “friendly neighbor”
with a chance at a sincere relationship
before the nature of his character
completely shifts. The conflict
between Gloria and Oscar originated
from their small town upbringing, but
other deep rooted emotional trauma
quickly surfaces. At the height of
Oscar’s character revelation, Sudeikis
executes beautifully. This performance
demonstrates his ability for versatility,
having recently starred in The Angry
Birds Movie last year, this film is a
change of pace for the comedic actor.
As for Hathaway, her performance
is perfect. Her messy lack-of-control
alcoholic behavior and genuine
confusion of who to trust and where
to turn is spot-on. Though, it always
feels wrong to see such a regal actress
play a broken character.
Because of its quirky genre-bending
nature, Colossal can be a hard sell for
some viewers who might feel confused
by the relationship dramaand monster
combination. Though, it was not
executed in a way that feels disjointed
or confusing, it is a movie that takes
some close attention to unravel (not a
movie to smooch through folks, bring
your date to something else). Because
the plot contains a lot of surprises and
uses a develop-and-shock-as-we-go
strategy, the movie rarely feels slow,
and can leave viewers feeling like they
may need a beat or two longer to fully
digest a moment.
While perhaps only related by the
similar looking friendly monsters
and indie color scheme, Colossal
brought me back to my love for Steven
Spielberg’s Super 8 and would likely
be a hit with those who are a fan of
the Netflix Original Stranger Things.
Though, Colossal sets itselfapart from
other sci-fi dramas by incorporating
characters and conflicts that are, at
times, all too real and relatable for an
adult audience.
Ultimately, the natural human
attraction to movies that use monsters
to reflect human problems is just a
mature throwback the time we spent
sitting in the sandbox with Barbies
and BIONCLES. Sometimes it feels
easier to communicate feelings and
experiences through inanimate
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objects, or in this case, monsters.
Because of its whimsical and quirky
approach to heavy subjects, Colossal
is a must-see this spring. And just as
a friendly reminder, you can catch it at
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UPSTREAM MUSIC FESTIVAL LOOKS TO PROMOTE LOCAL TALENT
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
On May 11-13, Upstream will conduct
its inaugural festival, bringing
together acts from all over the Pacific
Northwest to showcase their talents.
In a phone interview, Executive
Producer Jeff Vetting shed some light
on what to expect for attendees.
What is UpstreamMusic Festival?
JV: Upstream Music Festival and
Summit is a three-day music festival
and conference in Pioneer Square
taking place May 11-13. We will
transformPioneer Square into a multi-
venue urban festival. The focus of the
Summit is the future music economy.
What is the main goal you have for
the festival?
JV: Our ultimate goal is to focus on
the emerging artists. We want to make
our PNW a thriving economic area
for musicians and artists and make
sure they have the tools to thrive
in their trade.
Is Upstream an attempt to make
Seattle a hub for musicians?
JV: Exactly, we want to be a hub. We
need to make sure we are watching
out for our local musicians and scene.
We want to make sure that we are
shining a light on the area for others
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outside theregion to see.
How does Upstream compare to
South by Southwest (SXSW)?
JV: They are a great influence
of ours. We talked about the most
impactful way to help artists here in
the PNW and the SXSW model was
one we identified closely with, along
with festivals like Treefort and Capitol
Hill Block Party. We think ofourselves
as SXSW 30 years ago when they first
started out. They did it to bring the
music industry to Central Texas and
shine a light on their bands. Now they
are a huge economic generator for the
city of Austin.
Seeing as the festival is comprised of
75 percent local artists, how did you
go aboutchoosing the acts?
JV: We had a submission process
that over 1,200 artists and bands
signed up for. Some of them came
from that. We also brought in celebrity
and guest curators and influences
to come up with their top choices of
bands from around the region. It is
not just Seattle; we have bands fromall
around the PNW coming to perform,
and we even worked with the British
Columbia and Canadian government
to get some Canadian bands to come
down. We also made sure that we were
a multi-genre festival. We tried to get
quality bands from these genres across
the board.
What about the bigger names on the
lineup from outside the PNW?
JV: We wanted to highlight emerging
artists on the national/international
scene that we thought should get more
love, and we thought Aluna George
and Shabazz Palaces really hit those
goals. We also wanted to find some in
roads for music discovery. We wanted
those recognizable names at the top
and throughout the bill that would
bring in a more casual music fan, and
in doing so allow them to discover less
recognizable artistsat the festival.
IMAGE COURTESY UPSTREAM MUSIC FEST + SUMMIT
Upstream Music Fest + Summit takes place on May 11-13.
Where do you see Upstream in
five years?
JV: I hope we are still grounded
in our mission. Obviously we
want to grow, but we want to keep
true to helping the PNW and its
emerging artists.
Willy may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
NICK REDLEW SMASHES TRIPLE JUMP RECORD
Michelle Newblom
Staff Writer
Nick Redlew broke the schools triple
jump record not once, but twice this
weekend in California. Redlew is a
junior mechanical engineering major
who just came off an injury that had
been’ holding him back for the past
couple years. The original record was
44’ 1.5”, and Redlew broke it by over
an inch at 45’6”.
Q: How did it feel to break the school
record twice in one weekend?
NR: It was pretty fun. It was really
exciting because that was something
I’ve been striving for for the past
three years, and I’ve had a bunch of
injuries for the past two years, so I
was frustrated last year that I didn’t
get to jump very much. Also, having
teammates helps push me. So when I
came back I had that extra drive to go
for it again.
Q: How is the competition between
you and Jordan Kenison pushing you
to do better?
NR: It’s fun, it reminds me of high
school because in high school we had
like eight triple jumpers on our team.
It’s nice to have someone on your team
who jumps about the same distance
as you and then you guys push each
other to keep jumpingfarther and you
want to be on top. Especially for me
since he’s a freshman, I don’t want to
have a freshmanbe on top.
Q: What was it like to come off an
injury and perform so well?
NR: It’s nice because I had been
injured for so long and had to just
watch practice and do my own thing
on the side, on my own. It was kind
of sad, I didn’t realize how much I
missed doing things until I came
back because when you can’t actually
SPORTS
practice it’s kind of depressing. So it
was good, it was nice to see that my
work paid off.
Q: How do you balance being a
student and an athlete?
NR: I hadn’t for a while. Recently I
had to change my study schedule so
I study during the middle of the day,
so that after practice when I know I’m
gonna be tired and not want to do
anything, I won’t have any more work
to do. It’s kind of difficult, especially
with my major. We have a lot of work
so it depends how much there is for
the week, so I’m getting better at it.
Q: Is there anyone you look up to?
NR: Definitely Christian Taylor. That
was really cool we got to meet him
last week. He’s super down to earth, I
forgot he was only 26. He graduated
right after Beijing.
Q: How was it then to meet him and
break the record at the same meet?
NR: It was really cool. I tried to watch
him and learn from his form, what’s
different from mine and his. There’s
definitely things I’m not going to be
able to replicate. So it was awesome to
meet who I look up to and jump really
good at the same meet.
Q: How did you first get interested in
track?
NR: At first, in middle school, I
started doing it to train for my other
sports. I used to play basketball, I
used to play football and it was just
an offseason thing I could do while
working on speed and explosiveness.
What’s funny is that I never ended up
doing a running event, so my speed
never really improved, I ended up just
being good at jumping. Eventually as
high school went on I stuck with track
and dropped the other two.
Q: What’s been your mostmemorable
experience?
NR: Definitely breaking the record.
It was kind of cool last weekend.
Jordan didn’t jump very well on
Friday, then I went in and broke his
record. On his first jump Saturday,
he was only two people in front of
me, he broke it. Then I went out and
I broke it again. That’s really funny, -
and I feel bad because he only held it
for only thirty seconds. But it was a
memorable moment.
Q: Do you have any expectations as
the season comes to an end?
CAM PETERS • THE SPECTATOR
Nick Redlew at the WAC Indoor Track andField Conference.
NR: For me, the hope is I will get to
score thisyear atconference. I’mtaking
the next couple weeks off because my
knee got screwed up again. They said if
I take the next two weeks off and come
back for conference I should be okay.
I hope that I can score, as ofright now
I’m in a place to score, so we’ll see.
Michelle may be reached at
mnewblom@su-spectator.com
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SOFTBALL STAKES ITS CLAIM IN THE WAC
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
As part oftheir final road series ofthe
season, the Redhawks’ softball team
took on the University of Missouri,
Kansas City in Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) play. Going into
their doubleheader on Friday, both
teams had a 4-5 record, meaning that
the outcome would inevitably have an
effect on their standings.
Friday’s first game began with
a run from Kansas City, which
Seattle was quick to match. After
the Kangaroos’ brief 2-1 lead, Seattle
U ended the fourth inning on a tied
game, and turned things around with
a dominating performance in the
fifth. Our team scored 5 runs after
their first out, ending with a homer
from first-year Madison Cathcart.
UMKC responded with 2 runs in
the following inning, which the
Redhawks would later match and
BASEBALL TRYING TO BUILD MOMENTUM
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
Seattle University baseball found a
little sun this past weekend in what
has been a long, rainy season.
The Redhawks (13-24-1,5-10 WAC)
played a three-game home series
against Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) opponents Sacramento State,
losing the first two before salvaging
the series with a walk-off win in the
final game.
The first two games exhibited a lot
ofwhat has been wrong with the team
the whole season. In Friday’s series
opener the Redhawks went down 2-0
early in the game, but fought their
way back, eventually tying the game
at 2 tuns apiece in the bottom of the
ninth. It lookedlike they were going to
be able to pull it out in extra innings,
but theygavethe lead right back in the
10th, losing the game 3-2.
Seattle U has played from behind in
a lot of games this season. They have
shown an ability to fight their way
20 SPORTS
exceed for a decisive final score of
10-4. This game had the Redhawks
setting their season high with 17 hits,
while senior Alyssa Reuble pitched
two impressive scoreless innings.
The following match also began
with an early run from UMKC, but
Seattle’s response put them at a 3-1
advantage at the top ofthe fourth. The
fifth inning proved to be a turning
point, much like the previous game,
only this time it was Kansas City that
walked away with the lead. Their 5
runs in the fourth inning put them
at a score of 6-3, which was later
compounded by 2 more runs in the
fifth. The Redhawks responded with
3 runs of their own, which aided in
closing the gap but still left the final
score 9-7 in favor of the Kangaroos.
With Friday leaving the series
split, the teams moved on to the final
game on Saturday to determine the
outcome. Though there was only 1
run scored in the first two innings,
back into games, but when you play
from behind nothing is certain. Game
two on Saturday showed another
theme this season, poor pitching.
The Redhawks have been looking for
answers with their top two pitchers,
Nick Meservey and Tarik Skubal, out
for the season. They couldn’t find
it on Saturday, dropping the game
9-0. Sacramento State used three
consecutive three-run innings and 5
home runs to down Seattle U.
With game three looming, the
Redhawks knew that they needed to
make something happen. A year after
winning the WAC, the Redhawks are
in danger of not qualifying for the
conference tournament. With just
under a month left in the season, they
need to get some momentum.
“This was a must-win game for us,”
Head Coach Donny Harrel said.
They were able to get some
momentum and confidence in the
best way in baseball, with a walk-off
home run.
Junior Sean Sutton, batting just .200
both teams improved their offense
tremendously in the midgame
portion. The Redhawks scored 2 runs
in third inning and 4 more in the
next, while UMKC followed closely
with 5 runs of their own. The score
would remain tied at 6-6 from the
fourth forward and resulted in two
extra innings. As pressure mounted
to close out the game, Seattle did so
spectacularly, scoring 6 runs at the
top of ninth, to which Kansas City
had no response.
As a result of their games against
UMKC, the Redhawks have been
PHOTO VIA RICK MAY, SEATTLE U ATHLETICS
Sean Sutton hit a walk-offhome run to win Sunday’s game.
after a .337 average last season, hit a
3 run bomb to deep right field to end
the game 7-4 and send the team into a
frenzied celebration.
“We’re getting towards the end
of conference play and we need to
put a run together,” Sutton said.
“This gives us a bunch of confidence
moving forward.”
It was a good all-around game for
the Redhawks. Starter Connor Moore
gave up 3 earned runs in four innings
and was relieved by Tyler Oldenberg
who pitched five shutout innings.
bumped up to third place in the WAC
standings. Grand Canyon University,
who currently holds second, is
ineligible for the WAC tournament,
which puts Seattle U in the second
seed for the postseason. With only
one week left in their regular season,
the team looks to its final series
against CSU Bakersfield. The games
will take place this weekend at Logan
Field, giving students the perfect
opportunity to support softball in
their last game.
Carlos may be reached at
giving up just two hits.
“We’ve been waiting for a big play
like that for a while, to give us that
feeling,” Harrel said. “It was abig
swing by Sean Sutton. Having the
players get this feeling ofwinning in
a pressure situation is so important.
Now we have to piece some wins
together and tryand get hot heading
into the tournament.”
Willy may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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SEAHAWKS OFFSEASON UPDATE
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
It is almost time for one of the biggest
events of the year: the NFL Draft. The
Seattle Seahawks have some glaring
holes in their roster and the draft is
one of the best ways to build a team,
and the Seahawks have been excellent
at it in the past.
So far they have made some moves
in the offseason to help in this matter.
First they signed offensive lineman
Luke Joeckel to a one-yeardeal. Joeckel
will play left guard for the Seahawks
despite playing the tackle position
his whole career. The Seahawks have
lacked at this position the past two
years and need some protection for
Russell Wilson. Joeckel was a good
signing, seeing that he is only 25 and
it is a one-year deal. He has struggled
with injuries in his four-year career,
but the Seahawks are hoping he can
stay healthy next season.
WHAT’S GOING ON IN THE MLB
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
Although the baseball season is just a
fewweeks old, some things are coming
into shape already. Whether these are
just trends or truths that will hold
true for the next 140 games, we don’t
know, but they are worth taking a look
at to help understandthe shape of the
MLB landscape.
When will the Cubs cure their
World Series Hangover? The World
Series hangover is certainly not a
proven thing, and the Cubs don’t look
terrible, but they don’t yet look like
the team that was easily the best team
in baseball start to finish last season.
Kris Bryant isbatting just .256 and has
struck out in 25 percent ofhis at-bats.
Their pitching staff is not performing
particularly well, and 2016 breakout
star Kyle Hendricks has a 6.19 ERA
in his first three starts. The best bet is
that they will turn it around, they have
the talent and the experience to, but in
baseball you need to find a groove and
they have yet to.
Seattle also signed running back
Eddie Lacy to a one-year deal. After
a great rookie season and a solid
sophomore campaign, Lacy has
struggled with weight issues and
injuries. The Seahawks already have
Thomas Rawls who has proved to
be a capable starter, but he too has
struggled with injuries, so Lacy will
most likely get a chance to start and
prove himself during the season. Now
to the draft.
The Seahawks are a good bet to take
a pass rusher or offensive lineman
(or both) in the first two rounds.
They have the 26th overall pick in
the first round and there is plenty of
talent to be had. If they can get him,
former Michigan defensive end Taco
Charlton would be a good pick for
them. Charlton has been trending
upward, so he might not be available
come the 26th pick, but he would be
a great fit. He had 9.5 sacks and 13
tackles for loss and has the size and
What’s going on out west? The
Colorado Rockies lead the MLB in
wins! The Arizona Diamondbacks
are a close second! The Dodgers and
Giants are struggling to start the year
and have fallen to third and fourth!
This is a different look in the NL West
where the Dodgers, who have won the
division the past four years, suddenly
have some competition. The Rockies
likely won’t sustain it as their pitching
staff has over performed so far, and
their hitters have underperformed,
but hitting comes easy at Coors Field.
The Diamondbacks on the otherhand
have a chance to win the division
or snag a Wild-Card spot. They are
hitting well, and that is even with a
slump fromslugger Paul Goldschmidt.
Eric Thames? Eric Thames!
Thames currently leads the league
with 10 home runs. He last played
in the MLB in 2012 when he flamed
out, hitting .232 and nine home runs
in 271 at-bats. He has 10 in 67 at-bats
this year. That is crazy. He is returning
from Korea where he recently hit 40
home runs and batted .321. Who
speed to rush off the edge.
Anothergoodbet isfor the Seahawks
to take a cornerback or secondary
player in the draft.They aren’t trading
Richard Sherman, but still lack
depth. A potential future Sherman
replacement could be Kevin King out
of University of Washington. King
has the size that the Seahawks like
for their cornerback personnel. What
he lacks in speed, he makes up for in
PHOTO VIA JOHN FROSCHAUER, AP
Kam Chancellor should haveplenty ofreason to celebrate next season.
knows if this will last. Did he just find
his swing after three years there, or are
MLB pitchers just not yet adjusting to
his swing?
Bryce Harper is back:One thing it
is not too early for is the proclamation
that Bryce Harper’s 2016 season was
an outlier. He is back, batting .394
April 26. 2017
coverage. He can play the sidelines
and use his size to push guys to the
sidelines, making it tough for them
to make plays. He also possesses the
ability to go up over smaller receivers
and grab the ball out of the air. They
would need to sue their first round
pick on him, but it might be worth it.
Willy may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
with seven home runs and 20 RBIs
in 66 at-bats. He has more walks than
strikeouts and just looks better at the
plate. The MLB is a better place when
Harper is playing well.
Willy may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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DEAR PLAYDAY,
Once a year, the streets of Capitol Hill are flooded with drunk youngsters,
wearing rainbow T-shirts and partying the whole day long. Unfortunately, I’m
not writing today about Seatde Pride. The event I’m referring to is the (in)famous
PlayDay.
Before we go any further, I should offer aquick disclaimer and admit to some
personal bias. I am, as some of you mayknow, a Resident Assistant on campus,
and so contractually obligated tohate anything too fun or too rowdy.
But the catalyst for my complaining today isneither the fun and hedonism of
PlayDay nor the policy violations involved. (Ok, maybe a little bit. I personally
think it’s an incredibly obnoxious and, frankly, dumb idea to have so many
students drunkenly wandering around Capitol Hill. And a $50 T-shirt required
for entry? Macklemore would be severely disappointed.)
No, the thing about PlayDay that bothers me enough to announce myself in
print as a massivekilljoy is the “motivation” for the tradition of five or so years.
“AtPlayDay,” writes the organization on its Facebookpage, “we party responsibly
because we care. We care about the children, we care about America, and we care
about the Whales! So this year, we Play for the Whales. All profits will be donated
to support the whales at us.whales.org.”
The whales? Seriously?
First of all, what a waste of a golden opportunity for an “Animal House” joke.
Secondly, if you’re going to drink, just drink. Own up to your copious
consumption of alcohol for the sake of consumptionrather than trying to brand
it as an act of environmentalheroism.
But in short, my main reaction to this claim is doubt. I doubt that all profits
are really donated, or even that most profits are donated.
To be fair, I don’t actually have any evidence to corroborate these claims
against the organizers of PlayDay. (I’m but the Social Media Guy, after all, not
an investigative journalist.) But surely I’m not the only one struggling to believe
that such intoxicated debauchery can really result in charity.
Furthermore, for an event involving hundreds of people announcing their
intoxication across theirchest, PlayDay is shroudedin an odd amount of secrecy.
Who organizes the event? How did it start? Do they really get sponsors? How
on earth has it never collapsed in a spectacular failure of injury and arrests?
Nobody’s even sure howlong the event has been going on for. How can we really
rest assuredthat the money from the event goes where its organizersclaim rather
than their pockets?
I know that these are shocking crimes to accuse PlayDay of, but there is asimple
solution, an easy way for them to substantiate their charitable claims. PlayDay,
release your tax returns. I’m confident that Seattle University students en masse
will keep their lips from their red solo cups until the truth has been revealed.
—Sam Schultheis, Digital Media Coordinator
The Spectatoreditorial board consists of JennaRamsey, ChristopherSalsbury, NickTurner, Tess Riski, Bill Goldstein, Shelby Barnes, Cameron Peters, and MandyRusch. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily thoseofthe Spectator. The views expressedin these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
OPINION
FREEING THE NIPPLE THIS SUMMER
For years we have fought this battle. With the emergence ofthe sun and change
ofseason, I call on the women of Seattle to join me on the frontlines against our
greatest nemesis: boob sweat. For those who don’t understand, let me describe
it with imagery. It’s like a continuous stream similar to that ofthe niagara falls
running down yourchest. No matter what you do, or how little clothing you wear,
the amount of perspiration collected underneath your great peaks is shocking.
Someone call National Geographicbecause my underboobage sweat is enough
to classify as another great lake.
So what are we chested folx supposed to do? How do we address this? Bra no
bra, shirt no shirt, the armor one wears to war against the slippery nip is entirely
of their choosing. But even in our attempt to liberate these sweater stretchers,
many may find that society responds in a less receptive manner. I have learned
this from experience, in one ofmy many accidental, yet memorable escapades.
It was a warm Tuesday afternoon. Walking in a sheer black tank top, I was
making my way across campus from my apartment complex. Upon arrival
though at my desired destination, I realised there was cool breeze, more than
usual, drifting across my chest. Glancing downward, I noticed a giant white orb
poking from opening ofmy tank top. It was in this momentI realised one of the
twins had b-lined right out ofmy shirt.
I don’t know when this happened, or how, but it did. It wasn’t the experience
thought that was damaging, but the reactions I endured upon telling it. Friend
upon friend, parent upon parent, each reaction given was a criticism of what I
could have done better, of what I shouldn’t have worn. Reactions such as these
provoked a feeling of shame within myself that wasn’t there originally. I was ok
with what happened, but others didn’t feel similar. They broke me down so I
would be on their level.
Boobs are boobs, they are no strange phenomenon. It’s important to remember
that shame shouldn’t be imposed upon the melons, and more importantly, those
who bear them.
Free the nip. Embrace the boob slip.
—Shelby Barnes, Arts & Entertainment Editor
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SUBMIT OP-EDS TO THE SPECTATOR!





like, it is stillfreckin ’raining andI don’t
• understand why... can mother natureplzfigure her
• shat out?
A
I mean weather is an interesting topic, for sure! I think
• that you might be better off staying in a tanning bed
* and closing your eyes. Maybe you can picture a sunny
place and relax. Also, Washington springs are always a
fun experience.
QMy roommates are pretty good about chores, but theyare not doing them. How do I approach this?
A
I mean weather is an interesting topic, for sure! I think
• that you might be better off staying in a tanning bed
* and closing your eyes. Maybe you can picture a sunny
place and relax. Also, Washington springs are always a
fun experience.
QMy roommates are pretty good about chores, but they* are not doing them. How do I approach this?
A Whenever I have issues with my roommates, I just• give them a good spanking! Ahaha JK. I think that
*
RHA has some extra roommate agreements that you
might be able to pick up and use! Those are the best
and ALWAYS fix roommate conflicts.
QIhave very bad irritable bowel syndrome and my* significant other wants to move in with me... I have
not told them that I have this condition and I don’t
know how they will react. What do I do?
A I think that you should be upfront and open about thesituation! I hope that they know that you are beautiful
on the inside and the outside, no bowel movement
should change that. Poo-pourri is good too!
To submit a question, go to http://ask.fm/DearPapaJon. I can’t wait to
hear fromyou all!! Love, Papa Jon





Seattle University Student Center
Tuesday, May 9, 2017
11:00 AM to 2:00 PM




Campion Ballroom, Seattle University
May 15, 2017
We will be celebrating three outstanding local
Leaders with a networking event, award reception
and dinner in their honor.
Tickets for this event are available at -
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/red-winqed-
leadership-awards-2017-tickets-31734038363
























Expand your career options with the
Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required
seattle.u.edu/albers/bridpemjb
